Field Training Scheduling System
FTSS is an out‐of‐the‐box SharePoint 2010/2013 training scheduling and requirements system. It provides intelligent
caching—only downloading changes from the server, connectivity state detection to keep working offline, as well as
integration with multiple other systems through drag & drop, linking and redirector detection. FTSS also uses a
revolutionary dynamic connection bundling system similar to HTTP Pipelining to dynamically group requests and
reduce the number of connections to the server. All of this is accomplished using AngularJS, LESS, JADE, Brunch,
Typescript and the SharePoint REST API.

FTSS home page includes
program and course
updates. The top bar
turns red for critical
messages across all
pages.

FTSS is globally available
to all Air Force users via
Common Access Card.
Additional roles require
an automated DD2875
authorization process.

Production Page (FTD Members)
The production page lets each unit perform complex queries of their organization’s 12‐month teaching statistics and
export to Microsoft Excel for further analysis.

Detachment‐level production
metrics with live
filtering/sorting

Additional context via mouse hover:
course history & inline graphs

Full details via click, with quick
navigation between records

Detailed “My Info” view provides instructor
metrics/future classes and access to class
package/TTMS rosters

Class Schedule Page (FTD Members)
FTD members (schedulers/instructors) manage their unit’s schedule on this page. A tagging and search system is built‐
in allowing instant filtering to drill down into large, complex datasets with ease.

This is the class editor dialog for
building classes and managing
reservations. FTSS can
automatically choose the best
period to schedule a class based on
length, instructor schedule,
weekends and holidays.

Class Search Page (Everyone)
The class search page allows anyone to find available training at 48 bases world‐wide. Users can search across a
number of parameters and create sharable links or bookmarks to have an always‐updated view of training
opportunities.

The seat request dialog requires
additional roles in FTSS and
integrates with the Air Force
directory service to lookup student
information.

Training Requirements Page (UTM/MTS)
The training requirements feature (898 process) allows UTMs to begin the 898 process for their squadrons which is
then sent the MTS for approval. The MTS submits the 898 to the FTD which builds the classes, digitally signs the
generated document and returns it to the MTS for final signature. FTSS has the capacity to process G081 and IMDS
reports to assist UTMs in building their 898s, but this process is currently disabled pending HHQ direction.

FTSS is location‐aware and can also
help a UTM locate another nearby
unit that might offer the course they
need.

Catalog Page (Everyone)
The course catalog provides a global list of all courses in FTSS, who unit teaches them, additional data from the AF Portal, and
internal course management data for 982 TRG personnel.

Class Package Page (FTD Schedulers)
The class package system provides a tool to enable managing instructor class documentation procedures at the FTD‐level. Each
FTD controls their own class package rules.

Digital class package editor
(plain‐text, Markdown‐like
syntax) generates the self‐
routing PDF. This gives
each FTD the ability to
create their own routable
checklists.

An example PDF
generated by FTSS based
off of the class package
parameters in the
previous image.

